Students'   Conferences.
The   All.India   Students*   Convention.
The All-India Students'Convention opened on the soTH DECEMBER 1929
in the Congress pandal, Lahore under the presidentship of Pandit Madan Mohan
Malaviya. A large number of student delegates from all parts of India tnnk
part. Among the prominent persons present on the dais were Pandit Jawaharlal
Nehru, Mr. Srinivasa lyengar, Sardar Vailabhbhai Patel, Dr. Kitchlew, Swami
Prakasanand, Mou ana Zaffarali. Mr. Rangaswami lyengar, Mr. Govmdkanta
Malaviya and professors of the local colleges,
Mr. Ranbir SlNGH welcoming the delegates paid glowing tributes to tlie
Bengal Students' Association from whom they derived inspiration. They had
only a short time to make arrangements. Their Secretary Mr. Sukhdev Haj who
was working unceasingly was arrested only a few days before the Convention.
When the students shout ''Long live Revolution", people think that they
would rise in arms against the Government, This was not true. What the students
want is to bring about revolution in thoughts and ideas. Tethered to the heels
of a foreign power, it seemed that life had oozed out of their veins and what
students want is to bring in new lite in the country.
Pandit malaviya then read out messages from Mahatma Gandhi amidst
loud cheers. The message ran as follows: ** The first duty of the students
is self-control, discipline and promotion of Khadi work."
Pandit Jawaharlal NEHRU then mounted the rostrum and as he began to
speak, cries and counter-cries were raised from different parts of the pandal for
speaking in Hindi or Urdu. Pandit Jawaharlal, however, preferred to speak in
Urdu promising to give a version in English. He said that there had been so rucch
said about the youth movement and awakening of the youths and that the leaders
who are old fossils must clear out. Many of these criticisms, the Pandit said,
may be justified to some extent. The elders have got the habit of getting rusty.
The youths say that they must take charge. But are the yotingmenjready to lake
charge ? To-day the spirit of youth is criticism and restlessness rather than tbe
spirit of shouldering responsibility. The youth movement is.of recent growth and
lacks experience. Enthusiasm is essential for any work but they must see that
this was not wasted. The youths of our country sadly want discipline. There
had been too much bickerings, too much fight for the leadership,
In conclusion Pandit Jawaharlal urged the students to develop themselves
and their organisations so that the people may realise that the.youth movement is
not only a movement of words but also of deeds. He deplored the apathy of the
students towards cultivating Hindi or Urdu, which was one of the greatest langu-
ages, not only of India but also of the world, "If deliberations of oar country are
not carried on in our tongue progress is impossible. The western people loye
their own language, When Gen. Botha went to see the King he spoke in
Dutch although he was perfectly at home in English. When the Irish delegates
went to the League of Nations, they spoke in Gaelic, although there was no
third person to understand (heir tongue. He therefore asked the students to
learn their " lingua franca ** and carry on the deliberations onfy*tt*erein.
Sardar Vallabhai patel addressing the meeting .said that he did not
know English and whatever he knew he studiedly forgot it. He asked the
Students to go back to the villages, to see how the peasants live there and to
try their level best to ameliorate their condition. He advised the students to
speak little and to work more. Battle of freedom, said Sardar Patel, was woa
by deeds and not by words.

